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HAL is a multi-disciplinary open access archive for the deposit and dissemination of scientific research documents, whether they are published or not. The documents may come from teaching and research institutions in France or abroad, or from public or private research centers. L'archive ouverte pluridisciplinaire HAL, est destinée au dépôt età la diffusion de documents scientifiques de niveau recherche, publiés ou non, emanant desétablissements d'enseignement et de recherche français ouétrangers, des laboratoires publics ou privés. The C 2n state of BaF has been excited by lines o f an argon-ion laser, BaF molecules were produced in a heat-pipe in which barium was heated to 10000C m the presence of argon at a pressure of 1 Ton, fluorine appearing as an irnpurety. 'he induced emission was studied m the ranges 8500 to 9500 and 19 400 to 20 300 qn-' . The spectra were reowded on a Fourier transform specmmeter at a m o t i o n of about 0.027 an-' . In these conditions we observe m emission the C W -, X %' system in the visible mgian, and also fluorescence in the infra-red, which is assigned to C W -, A . This ,Astate is the third member, now found for the first time, of the dcomplex whose other components are A W and B 1 + . Until a more rational scheme is intmduced, the new state win be labelled H : the analogous state in BaH is labelled H, but this letter has almdy been used for a high-lying state in BaF.
The most intense feature of the C -X system is a 0 -0 sequence with closepacked vibrational and rotational structure. In consequence of this structure, the argon tine 4965 A, for example, overlaps lines of three branches, P, and (Q, The infra-red mgion contains emission of characteristic triplets assigned as P, Q and R lines of the transition C Zil,/2 -, IT 2A,/, A preliminary analysis leads to the constants @en below in Table 2 AT+ 5M7 A excites similar series which arise from C m,,, (Table 1) and which lead to information about H *4/, . It appears that the 2~/ , -'41, separation is about 410 an" , te. a little smaller than the viitional spacing (see Table 2 ).
A complete analysis of the new state will requit.e not only a global treatment of the H! A and B states as members of an interacttng dcomplex, but also treatment of the local -ens which are evident in some levels of H 2A Appmximate values of efkctive 0.e. state by state) constants for the five components of the 5d-complex of BaF are given in Table 2 below, where values for the components A W and B 5+ me taken from Huber and Herzberg (1979) . Values of rotational constants for the upper state, C TI , will also shortly become available, following the detailed analysis which is in progress.
At the t h e of the original rotational analysis of bands of the systems A % , B 1 + -X%+ ,itwassuggestedl thatthevahresofpand~in A m a n d B 1 + were such as to fit with the unike perturber model for the interaction of two states, 6pn and bpa. The fact that these states are now shown to be members of a 5d complex provides a good illusbation of the dangers of drawing condsions about dominant electron confignations from values of A-doubling and spin-splitting constants. 
